1. Three year reviews: NSF-led discussion

2. Site governance: How does your site make decisions? How often to the various groups meet? Leads: Peter Groffman (BES); Mark Ohman (CCE); Dan Childers (CAP); John Blair (KNZ)

3. Co-PI evolution: How are new investigators brought in? Is there a retirement mechanism? Leads: Dan Reed (SBC); Anne Giblin (PIE); Evelyn Gaiser (FCE); Eric Seabloom (CDR)

4. Succession planning: Planning ahead with site investigators; working with your institution. Leads: Ed Rastetter (ARC); Michael Nelson (AND); Katie Suding (NWT); Karen McGlathery (VCR)

5. Coordination with other programs: Maintaining partnerships; distinguishing LTER research. Leads: David Foster (HFR); Steve Hamilton (KBS); Sally Holbrook (MCR); Rhett Jackson (CWT)

6. Executive session